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We study a model of synthetic molecular motor – a [3]-catenane consisting of two small macro-
cycles mechanically interlocked with a bigger one – subjected to a time-dependent driving using
stochastic thermodynamics. The model presents nontrivial features due to the two interacting small
macrocycles, but is simple enough to be treated analytically in limiting regimes. Among the results
obtained, we find a mapping into an equivalent [2]-catenane that reveals the implications of the
no-pumping theorem stating that to generate net motion of the small macrocycles, both energies
and barriers need to change. In the adiabatic limit (slow driving), we fully characterize the mo-
tor’s dynamics and show that the net motion of the small macrocycles is expressed as a surface
integral in parameter space which corrects previous erroneous results. We also analyze the per-
formance of the motor subjected to a step-wise driving protocols in absence and in presence of
an applied load. Optimization strategies for generating large currents and maximizing free-energy
transduction are proposed. This simple model provides interesting clues into the working principles
of non-autonomous molecular motors and their optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, stochastic thermodynamics has
developed as a theory describing the energetics of meso-
scopic systems driven far from equilibrium [1–6]. It
has been used to study systems such as colloidal parti-
cles [7–9], chemical reaction networks [10–13], electronic
circuits [14–16], and biological molecular motors. In this
latter case, the quest for a detailed assessment of their
thermodynamic performance is particularly important
and being actively pursued [17–21]. Surprisingly how-
ever, despite the concurrent bloom of artificial molecu-
lar motors [22–25], few studies analyzed these systems
through the lens of stochastic thermodynamics [26–28].
Yet, because the chemistry of these motors is relatively
simple [29–32], elementary models often grasp many key
aspects of their kinetics [33–38]. This makes them ideal
case studies for probing the extent to which stochastic
thermodynamics can be helpful to deepen our under-
standing of their working and suggest ways to design
and operate them optimally. So far, the vast majority of
these artificial systems operate non-autonomously, mean-
ing that a directional flow emerges due to a periodic ex-
ternal time-variation of parameters such as electric po-
tential [25, 39, 40], light irradiation intensity [41, 42],
or the concentrations of chemicals [43–50]. In the the-
oretical literature, these non-autonomous systems, often
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called stochastic pumps, are well understood in the adi-
abatic limit [34, 51–56] (i.e., when the parameters are
slowly driven) and in the linear regime [57–59] (i.e., for
weak perturbations). Outside these two regimes, a uni-
versal no-pumping theorem has been derived [60], and
general comparisons with autonomous molecular motors
have been drawn [61, 62]. However, a comprehensive the-
ory accounting for their behavior in arbitrary regimes is
still lacking. As a result, system-specific studies [63, 64]
are very valuable for better characterizing the different
modes of operations of these non-autonomous molecu-
lar motors. This paper goes precisely in this direction
by focusing on non-autonomous catenane-based molec-
ular motors [25, 41, 47], i.e., systems composed of two
or more mechanically interlocked macrocycles (ring-like
molecules).

We based our study on a model of a three-macrocycle
catenane motor made of two small macrocycles me-
chanically interlocked with a bigger one. This model
was previously introduced in Ref. [34, 58]. It is simple
enough to be treated analytically and, at the same time,
presents non-trivial features arising from the presence
of the two small interacting macrocycles. It has been
previously studied in the limit of adiabatic operation,
where the molecular motor behaves as a reversible pump,
and geometric effects reminiscent of the Berry phase in
quantum mechanics arise [34]. However, an incorrect
formula has been derived to quantify these geometric
effects [34, 58]. Here, we correct and further elaborate
on it. We also find a mapping of the motor dynamics
into that of a two-macrocycle catenane that elucidates
its relation with the no-pumping theorem. In addition,
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we characterize the dynamic and thermodynamic be-
haviour of the model beyond the adiabatic regime by
studying a step-wise driving protocol that mimics how
non-autonomous molecular motors are experimentally
operated. We do so both in the absence and presence
of a load, finding optimal protocols to maximize specific
quantities. In the first case where there is no output
work, we introduce a non-thermodynamic coefficient
that measures the motor’s performance. In the second
case, we study the output power and the transduction
efficiency, and we develop a method for estimating the
stopping force.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce
the three-macrocycle catenane motor model in Sec. II,
explaining how its non-autonomous operation works
(Sec. II A) and discussing its relationship with the no-
pumping theorem by leveraging the aforementioned map-
ping into a two-macrocycle catenane. In Sec. III, we in-
vestigate the motor’s free dynamics, i.e., its behavior in
absence of an applied load. This includes the adiabatic
limit (Sec. III A) and the detailed study of a step-wise
driving protocol (Sec. III B). In Sec. IV, we introduce
a load and analyze the ability of the motor to perform
free energy transduction [65] under the adiabatic IV A
and the step-wise driving protocol (Sec. IV B), propos-
ing a method to estimate the stopping force in the latter
regime (Sec. IV C).

In this paper, energy-related quantities will be always
expressed in units of kBT unless otherwise specified. Fur-
thermore, the subscript “cyc” will represent the average
of the corresponding quantity over a cycle of the driving
protocol.

II. THE MODEL

Our case study is a [3]-catenane consisting of two small
macrocycles mechanically interlocked with a bigger one
(Fig. 1a). The three macrocycles, hereafter denoted as
the two rings (yellow in Fig. 1a) and the track (gray in
Fig. 1a), can move relative to each other. In the follow-
ing, we will always refer to the movement of the rings
with respect to the track. The latter hosts three bind-
ing sites labeled a, b, and c, namely stations where the
rings sit preferentially due to favorable interactions. The
two rings, which we treat as identical, cannot pass one
another nor occupy the same station due to steric (i.e.,
repulsive) interactions between them.

We construct a coarse-grained model of the system in
terms of discrete (meso)states: each of these states is
the collection of all the possible microscopic configura-
tions in which the two rings occupy a given pair of sta-
tions. This coarse-graining is legitimate when the micro-
scopic dynamics is much faster than the mesoscopic one,
as explained in appendix A. Overall, due to the iden-
tical nature of the rings, the system has three possible
states, each labeled by the uppercase letter (A,B,C) cor-

responding to the unoccupied station (see Fig. 1a). By

FIG. 1. The [3]-catenane motor. a) Chemical reaction net-
work of the molecular motor [34, 58]. The [3]-catenane motor
comprises two identical small rings (colored in yellow) me-
chanically interlocked with a larger ring acting as a track for
the small rings’ shuttling. The track presents three distin-
guishable stations, denoted a, b, and c, where the small rings
sit preferentially due to attractive interactions. Each station
can host up to one ring. We therefore consider three possible
(meso)states (see Appendix A), denoted A, B, or C based
on which station is unoccupied, connected by three reversible
transitions with rate constants kIJ . The subscript IJ denotes
a transition from state J to state I, corresponding to the yel-
low ring in station i jumping into station j. b) Pictorial rep-
resentation of the potential free energy surface seen by a ring
while shuttling along the track (without taking into account
the interaction with the other ring). Each station corresponds
to a free energy minimum and the absolute height B of the
barrier between each couple of station is assumed to be the
same. Specifically, we depicted a configuration where the c
station is less stable compared to the other, favouring state
C. The exclusion effect preventing the two rings to occupy
the same station simultaneously is not represented (see the
discussion in the main text).

denoting the binding free energies between the three sta-
tions and the rings as εi, with i = a, b, c (Fig. 1b), the
free energies of the states can be expressed – up to a con-
stant, which is here set to zero without loss of generality
– as :

EA = εb + εc ; EB = εc + εa ; EC = εa + εb . (1)

(See Appendix A for the definition of a mesostate’s free
energy in this context). Transitions between states occur
when one of the rings jumps in the unique vacant sta-
tion, affording the chemical reaction network depicted in
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Fig. 1a. Transitions in which one ring jumps in a station
that is occupied by the other ring are prevented by re-
pulsive interactions. Apart from this exclusion effect, the
two rings jump independently from each other. Assum-
ing that the free energy barrier between any two stations
has the same absolute height B for each transition, the
rate constants in the network can be expressed in the
Arrhenius form:

kAB = kAC = A e−(B−εa) (ring in a jumps)
kBC = kBA = A e−(B−εb) (ring in b jumps)
kCA = kCB = A e−(B−εc) (ring in c jumps)

(2)

Note that the activation energy appearing in each rate is
the initial energy of the ring that perform the jump. As
it should be for thermodynamic consistency, they obey
local detailed balance (which in this context corresponds
to microscopic reversibility [26]):

kIJ
kJI

= exp(EJ − EI) (3)

A. Non-autonomous operation

The non-autonomous operation of this molecular mo-
tor consists of a periodic driving protocol of period τ
that only changes the free energies of the stations with-
out any modification of the barriers’ absolute height B.
We assume that any periodic driving protocol defined by
a control parameter π(t), εi(t) ≡ εi(π(t)), is in principle
realizable. This kind of periodic protocols can induce di-
rectional flow of the rings around the track. The reason
can be understood with the help of Fig. 1a. Suppose we
start with εc � εa, εb, so that the system will be with
high probability in state C. Then, the free energies of
the stations are switched to a new configuration where
εb � εc, εa, so that the ring in b is now in a high energetic
station favoring its jump into either a or b, but since a is
occupied by the other ring, the forward jump into c will
be preferred resulting in state B. Then, the free ener-
gies of the stations are switched to εa � εb, εc, so that
the ring in a will most likely jump into b, as the ring
that previously jumped into c now blocks the backward
movement, yielding the state A. After this, the cycle re-
peats. We specify that, in the following, we focus on the
behavior of the system in the periodic regime, that is,
the behavior of the system after many cycles of driving
occurred.

The driving protocol leads to time-dependent rates

kIJ(t) = A e−(B−εi(t)) (4)

which at any instant satisfy the local detailed balance
condition (Eq. (3)). As a consequence, the probability
distribution evolves according to a master equation with
a time-dependent transition matrix:

ṗ = W(t)p(t) , (5)

where

W(t) = A e−BM(t) (6)

and

M(t) =

−(eεb(t) + eεc(t)) eεa(t) eεa(t)

eεb(t) −(eεa(t) + eεc(t)) eεb(t)

eεc(t) eεc(t) −(eεa(t) + eεb(t))


(7)

The eigenvalues of W(t) are:

• λ0(t) = 0. The corresponding eigenvector is the
equilibrium distribution peq(t) at time t given by:

peqI (t) =
eεi(t)

eεa(t) + eεb(t) + eεc(t)
. (8)

• λ1,2(t) = −λ(t) with

λ(t) = A e−B
(
eεa(t) + eεb(t) + eεc(t)

)
. (9)

It can be verified by direct matrix multiplication
that the eigenspace corresponding to λ1 and λ2 is
the 2-dimensional subspace of vectors whose com-
ponents add up to zero.

The fact that W(t) has two equal eigenvalues follows from
the symmetry of the model and considerably simplifies
the master equation that becomes:

ṗ =W(t) (p(t)− peq(t)) + W(t)peq(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

=− λ(t) (p(t)− peq(t)) . (10)

This evolution equation tells us that the time variation
of pI depends only on pI itself and it relaxes towards the
current equilibrium value with rate λ(t).
For simplicity, from now on the time dependence of the
free energies εi and of the quantities that depend on
them, such as kIJ , λ and peqI , will be left implicit in
the equations.

B. Relationship with the no-pumping theorem

The non-autonomous operation described in the pre-
vious section seemingly contradicts the so-called no-
pumping theorem [60], a no-go result stating that in or-
der to produce a directional flow with a cyclic driving
protocol, one needs to vary both the energies of the sta-
tions and barriers’ heights. However, the no-pumping
theorem holds strictly for systems with single particles
(as experimentally observed in the version of this model
with only one ring ([2]-catenane [41]) or at most multi-
ple independent particles [66], whereas the system under
study comprises two interacting rings. In a sense, the
presence of the two rings can be seen as causing a change
in the barriers during the non-autonomous operation of
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the motor: one of the rings acts in turn as an additional
barrier preventing the other ring from moving backward.
We stress that this mechanism only works when the in-
teractions between the two rings are long-ranged, as we
implicitly assumed by imposing that the two rings cannot
occupy the same station. If the two rings only interacted
locally when in the same station, then an extension of the
no-pumping theorem to locally interacting many-particle
systems would apply [66] and we would not be able to
generate directional flow with those kinds of protocols.

To show more rigorously that the way in which directed
flow can be induced in the [3]-catenane does not contra-
dict the no-pumping theorem, we now map our system
into an equivalent [2]-catenane that produces directional
flow in compliance with the no-pumping theorem. The
idea is to describe our system in terms of the vacant sta-
tion, i.e., the hole. Indeed, the transition A→ B can be
alternatively thought of as the hole jumping from a→ b
(Fig. 2a). We can assign some effective free energies εhi

FIG. 2. a) Two equivalent ways of looking at the A → B
transition. The jump of a small yellow ring from station b
to station a (left) can be equivalently looked at as a jump of
the hole from state a to state b (right). b) Pictorial repre-
sentation of the mapping between the [3]-catenane and the
[2]-catenane at the level of the potential energy surfaces. In-
creasing the energy of the c-station in the [3]-catenane by ε
(left) is equivalent to lower the energy of the c station and
the two adjacent barriers in the equivalent [2]-catenane by
the same amount (right).

and barriers Bhij describing the hole’s dynamics so that it
exactly reproduces that of the original system. For this
purpose, it is sufficient to choose εhi and Bhij such that the

transition rates for the hole khIJ in the Arrhenius form co-
incide with the kIJ of the original system:

khIJ = A e−(Bhij−ε
h
j ) = A e−(B−εi) = kIJ (11)

Up to a constant, the correct choice reads:

εha = −εa
εhb = −εb
εhc = −εc

Bhab = B − εa − εb
Bhbc = B − εb − εc
Bhca = B − εc − εa

The effective free energies εhi experienced by the hole
are the opposite of the ones experienced by the rings: if
the hole is in one station, there is no ring, so that the
contribution of that station’s binding energy is absent.
Finally, by imagining the hole as a single ring interlocked
to the track, the mapping is effectively between a [3]-
catenane and a [2]-catenane[67]. A specific example of
this mapping is shown in Fig. 2b, where the two poten-
tial energy surfaces experienced by the respective rings
are sketched: increasing the free energy of the c-station in
the [3]-catenane by ε is equivalent to lower the free energy
of the same station and the two adjacent barriers in the
[2]-catenane by ε. As this example shows, a driving pro-
tocol which only varies the free energies of the stations in
the [3]-catenane corresponds to a driving that varies both
the free energies and the barriers’ heights in the equiva-
lent [2]-catenane. Crucially, if a driving produces direc-
tional flow in the original system, the equivalent driving
produces the same flow also in the [2]-catenane, where
the no-pumping theorem applies. Therefore, the genera-
tion of current in the [3]-catenane motor is in compliance
with the no-pumping theorem. This explanation is con-
ceptually equivalent to the one already given in [60] for
such a system, here we made it explicit by leveraging the
mapping.

III. FREE DYNAMICS

In this section, we analyze the dynamics and thermo-
dynamics of the [3]-catenane when the free energies of
the states are modified according to a periodic driving
protocol of the kind described in the previous section.
Interesting quantities to characterize the motor’s perfor-
mance under driving are the average current Jcyc gener-
ated and the average work Wcyc done on the system over
a cycle of driving. The former can be expressed as

Jcyc =
Φcyc
τ

(12)

where Φcyc is the rings’ flux over a cycle. We also in-
troduce a dimensional coefficient of performance (COP)
that measures how effective a driving is in producing di-
rectional flow:

COP =
Φcyc
Wcyc

= number of laps per unit joule spent

(13)
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The idea behind this coefficient is that, at a fixed period,
the higher the COP for a certain driving protocol, the
less work is required to generate the same rings’ flux.

We start by exploring one interesting limiting case,
namely the limit of adiabatic (i.e., quasi-static) driving,
then we look at one specific type of protocol that models
typical experiments [25, 41, 47] and is exactly solvable
for every period τ ; namely, the step protocol.

A. Adiabatic driving

We consider a driving as adiabatic whenever the sys-
tem’s relaxation rate, λ in eq. (9), is much faster than
the driving protocol, so that the system can be consid-
ered to always be in thermodynamic equilibrium with
respect to the instantaneous values of stations’ free en-
ergies. In this regime, the [3]-catenane behaves as a re-
versible pump [53], that is, a finite directional flux is gen-
erated at the cost of vanishing input work over a period
of driving:

Φcyc ∝ constant , Wcyc ∝ 1/τ . (14)

In addition, the flux Φcyc becomes a purely geometric
phase [34, 53] that does not depend on τ but only on
the loop swept by the driving protocol in the space of
parameters (i.e., the free energies of the stations). This
property is analogous to the Berry phase in quantum
mechanics [68], namely the geometric phase difference
acquired by an eigenstate for a cyclical and adiabatic
variation of the Hamiltonian’s parameters.

In order to formally derive the geometric phase induced
in the [3]-catenane by an adiabatic driving protocol, we
use eq. (9) and (10) to recast the probability current as:

JIJ(t) =kIJ [pJ(t)− peqJ ]− kJI [pI(t)− peqI ] = (15)

=− kIJ ṗJ(t)− kJI ṗI(t)
λ

(16)

Therefore, the current from A→ B can be written as:

JBA(t) = V BA · ṗ(t) , (17)

with

V BA =
1

λ
(−kBA, kAB , 0) . (18)

The flux over a cycle can then be expressed as

Φcyc = ΦBAcyc =

∫
V BA · ṗ(t) dt . (19)

By implementing the adiabaticity condition (i.e., the
probability distribution is at any instant the equilibrium
one defined in Eq. (8)), the above equation boils down to

Φcyc =

∫
V BA · ṗeq dt =

∮
V BA · dpeq , (20)

The last term on the right-hand side is the purely geo-
metric phase. Note that, since the driving is adiabatic, a
finite flux is generated despite the work performed over a
cycle is null, yielding a divergent COP. This is not in vi-
olation of the second law of thermodynamics because no
work can be extracted out of this finite yet quasi-static
directional flux. To gain intuition, the line integral in
Eq. (20) can be converted into a more visualizable sur-
face integral by using Stokes theorem. A preliminary
substitution simplifying the next passages is the follow-
ing:

eεa → x > 0
eεb → y > 0
eεc → z > 0

(21)

By evaluating the vector field V BA and dpeq in terms of
the new variables x, y, z, the line integral becomes

Φcyc =

∮
V BA · dpeq =

∮
A(r) · dr , (22)

and by exploiting Stokes theorem we then have

Φcyc =

∫
(∇×A) · dS , (23)

with

∇×A (r) =
2

(x+ y + z)3
r . (24)

Detailed calculations are reported in Appendix B. We
note that the rotor in Eq. (24) is different from the ones
that correspond to Eq. (6) and (7) of [34] or Eq. (3)
and (4) of [58]. The latter rotors result to be nonsym-
metric in x, y and z, which is inconsistent. As a matter of
fact, the system’s symmetry in the three stations a, b and
c demands Φcyc to be symmetric in x, y and z which, in
turn, demands the same symmetry for ∇×A. A graphi-
cal illustration of the surface integral in Eq. (23) is given
in Fig. 3. The main advantage of this representation is
that, since ∇×A is radial, one can easily tell which of the
driving protocols give rise to a nonzero average current.
Furthermore, we can easily identify the protocols maxi-
mizing rings’ flux as the ones collecting all of the outgoing
rotor field ∇ × A (light-blue loop in Fig. 3). For these
protocols, the rings complete an entire cycle with unitary
probability after each period. However, they cannot be
performed in reality since they would require, for exam-
ple, that

x

y
→ 0 =⇒ eεa−εb →∞ . (25)

Nevertheless, they can be approximated arbitrary well,
giving a practical method to optimize adiabatic driving
protocols in terms of the induced directional flux.
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FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the geometric phase in
terms of the flux of ∇×A. The blue closed loops are possible
periodic driving protocols in the parameters space (x, y, z).
The orange arrows represent the flux across these loops gener-
ated by the radial ∇×A. The big light blue loop corresponds
to the driving which collects all of the outgoing flux of ∇×A.

B. Step protocol

In this section, we analyze in detail the step pro-
tocol, a type of driving protocol that is exactly solv-
able and close to what is usually implemented in experi-
ments [25, 30, 41, 47]. At odds with adiabatic protocols
in the previous section, in the step protocol, driving is
much faster than the system’s relaxation rate so that the
probability distribution has no time to change during an
external manipulation. In particular, we focus on a pro-
tocol in which, over a period τ , the free energies of the

stations as a function of time are:

(εa, εb, εc) =


(0, 0, ε) if 0 < t < τ/3

(0, ε, 0) if τ/3 < t < 2τ/3

(ε, 0, 0) if 2τ/3 < t < τ

(26)

where ε > 0 is the modulation energy and the steps be-
tween an energy configuration and the successive one are
assumed to be effectively instantaneous. As a conse-
quence, the step protocol can never be considered adi-
abatic, even in the limit of large period τ .
A graphic illustration of the step protocol is shown in
Fig. 4a, with the two rings moving clockwise according
to the intuitive idea discussed at the beginning of Sec-
tion II A.

1. Solution

In order to solve for the probability distribution, it is
sufficient to find pA(t). Indeed, pB(t) and pC(t) are equal
to pA(t) modulus a temporal translation:

pB(t) = pA(t− τ/3)
pC(t) = pA(t+ τ/3)

(27)

By combining Eq. (10), (9), and (8), the time evolution
of pA(t) reads:

ṗA(t) = k eεa − λ pA(t) , (28)

where we set k = A e−B. Note that, in this case, λ is
constant throughout the step protocol and equal to

λ = k (eεa + eεb + eεc) = k (2 + eε) . (29)

The solution of Eq. (28) reads:

pA(t) =

{
e−λ t pA(0) + k

λ

(
1− e−λ t

)
if 0 ≤ t < 2τ

3

e−λ t pA(0) + k
λ

(
eε + (1− eε) e−λ (t−2τ/3) − e−λ t

)
if 2τ

3 ≤ t < τ
(30)

with

pA(0) =
1

2 + eε
eε + x+ x2

1 + x+ x2
x = exp

(
−λ τ

3

)
.

(31)
In Fig. 4b, pA(t) is plotted for three different values of
λ τ and contrasted with the energy of state A during
the step protocol. As expected, pA(t) peaks whenever
EA is minimum. However, we can appreciate how pA(t)
straighten out when λτ gets smaller, as the system has
less time to relax between one step and the other.

2. Work

The total work done in a cycle can be calculated, ac-
cording to stochastic thermodynamics [2, 4, 6], as

Wcyc =
∑
I

∫ τ

0

pIĖI dt, (32)

Calculations, reported in Appendix C 1, yield the follow-
ing expression:

Wcyc = 3 ε
1− e−ε

1 + 2e−ε
1− x2

1 + x+ x2
x = exp

(
−λ τ

3

)
.

(33)
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FIG. 4. Free dynamics under step protocol driving. a) Each step in the driving can be imagined as a rigid instantaneous
rotation of the depicted potential free energy surface by 2π/3. b) Top: Probability pA as a function of the time t over three
periods τ = 10 a.u.(arbitrary units) for three different relaxation rates λ. The dotted line represents the equilibrium value of
pA as a function of time. Bottom: the energy of the A-state during the step protocol: EA(t) = εb(t) + εc(t). The modulation

energy is ε = 3 kBT . c), d) Average input power Ẇcyc/kBT (time−1, Eq. (34)), current Jcyc(time−1, Eq. (36)) and COP
((kBT )−1, Eq. (37)) as a function of the period τ with ε = 3 kBT (c) and of the modulation energy ε with τ = 0.14 a.u. (d).
The relaxation rate is set to λ = 22 time−1 in both cases.

The average input power supplied by the driving is then

Ẇcyc =
Wcyc

τ
, (34)

which is plotted in the upper graphs of Figs. 4c-d as a
function of the period τ and the modulation energy ε.
The average input power Ẇcyc decreases monotonically
as a function of the period τ (Fig. 4c), as the work is
delivered over a longer time. It also increases monotoni-
cally with the modulation energy ε (Fig. 4d) due to the
higher work required to change the free energies of the
stations.

3. Current

The average current in a cycle can be found by inte-
grating, over a period, the current through an arbitrary

edge of the network in Fig. 1a, e.g., the A→ B edge:

Jcyc = −1

τ

∫ τ

0

JBA(t′) dt′ , (35)

the negative sign comes from the fact that JBA represents
the flow of the hole (the A state is the one in which
station a is unoccupied), which is opposite to the flow of
the two rings (Fig. 2a). After the calculations reported in
Appendix C 2, the expression of the current boils down
to:

Jcyc =
1

τ

(1− e−ε)2

(1 + 2 e−ε)2

(1− x)3

1− x3
x = exp

(
−λ τ

3

)
,

(36)
which is plotted in the middle graphs of Figs. 4c-d as
a function of the period τ and the modulation energy
ε. Interestingly, there is an optimal period τ for the
driving protocol that maximizes the output current Jcyc
(Fig. 4c). This optimal period corresponds to the best
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trade-off between a too fast driving, which does not al-
low the system to relax between one step and the other,
and a too slow driving, which waits too much time after
the system relaxed. Furthermore, when the modulation
energy ε is below a certain threshold, the output current
is almost null, and it reaches a plateau very quickly when
the threshold is passed (Fig. 4d). This on/off behavior
can be explained by the fact that the modulation energy
ε must be high enough to beat thermal fluctuations and
make the rings able to discriminate the least energetic
stations. At the same time, e−ε quickly becomes negligi-
ble in Eq. (36), yielding a constant current.

4. Coefficient of performance

The analytical expression for the COP as defined in
Eq. (13) can be derived from Eqs. (33) and (36):

COP =
Jcyc τ

Wcyc
=

1

3ε

1− e−ε

1 + 2e−ε
1− x
1 + x

x = exp (−λ τ/3) .

(37)
The COP is plotted in the bottom graphs of Figs. 4c-d as
a function of the period τ and the modulation energy ε.
As it does not take into account the speed of operation
but only how efficiently a directional flux is produced,
it is maximized for long periods (Fig. 4c). Furthermore,
contrary to the case of adiabatic driving, the COP re-
mains finite in the limit of large τ . This is due to the
fact that, as previously mentioned, the step protocol is
never adiabatic, even for large τ . Finally, the bottom
plot of Fig. 4d reveals the presence of an optimal modu-
lation energy ε maximizing the COP for a fixed period τ .
The presence of such a maximum can be explained intu-
itively by considering that, on the one hand, a too high
modulation energy ε is counterproductive because more
work is performed without increasing the current; on the
other hand, a too small modulation energy ε does not
sufficiently promote forward transitions over backward
ones.

IV. DYNAMICS WITH APPLIED LOAD

In this section, we study the non-autonomous opera-
tion of the [3]-catenane motor under driving and in the
presence of a load. The latter is modeled as an opposing
force f applied to each transition (see Fig. 5a) so that
the total force applied to the three-state motor is 3f .
Here, we are interested in quantifying the output power
and the efficiency with which the input work is converted
into the output work done against the force due to the
rings moving ahead. If the forward current is Jcyc, the
average output power delivered by the motor will be

Pout = 3f Jcyc , (38)

and the efficiency

η =
Pout

Ẇin

, (39)

where Ẇin is the average work per unit of time performed
by driving the molecular motor.

For any transitions, for instance, the A→ B transition,
the local detailed-balance condition requires now

kAB
kBA

= eEB−EA−f . (40)

In general, there are no constraints on how the force f
modifies each rate constant, this will depend on the spe-
cific system at study. Here, we assume that f only mod-
ifies the backward rates meaning for example:

kAB = A e−(B−εa), kBA = A e−(B−εb)+f (41)

According to this choice, the transition matrix W in
Eq. (7) is replaced by:

Wf (t) = A e−BMf (t) , (42)

with

Mf (t) =

−(e(εb+f) + eεc) eεa e(εa+f)

e(εb+f) −(eεa + e(εc+f)) eεb

eεc e(εc+f) −(e(εa+f) + eεb)

 .

(43)
Contrary to W, Wf does not have two identical eigenval-
ues. This prevents us from finding a simple solution to
the master equation as done in the previous sections and
makes numerics necessary to obtain quantitative results.

A. Adiabatic driving with applied load

When subjected to a load, the regime of adiabatic driv-
ing is not interesting because the output work vanishes.
As a matter of fact, to produce output work, we must
have Jcyc > 0. This means that the contribution to Jcyc
coming from the driving must prevail over the negative
contribution arising from the opposing force. The former
scales ∝ 1/τ from Sec. III A, while the latter scales ∝ f
for small forces. Therefore, in this regime, to observe a
current in the direction opposite to the force, the latter
must scale as

f ∝ 1

τ
, (44)

Since the output power is proportional to the product of
the current and the force, the above scaling implies

Pout ∝
1

τ2
, (45)

which translates into a vanishing output work over a pe-
riod:

Wcyc ∝
1

τ
. (46)
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FIG. 5. Dynamics with applied load under step protocol driving. a) [3]-catenane motor with an applied load. The load is
modelled as an opposite force pushing each ring anticlockwise. b), c) Average current Jcyc, output power Pout, and efficiency
η as a function of the period τ and the applied force f . In each plot, the dotted yellow line delimits the region in which work
is performed by the motor, i.e., the Jcyc > 0 region. The dashed black lines correspond to the regions in which Jcyc > 0.1 b),
Pout > 0.33 and η > 0.21 c). The modulation energy ε = 1.39 kBT and relaxation rate λ = 6 time−1) are fixed. d) Comparison
of the numerical stopping force fstop with the estimate feff as a function of the period τ . This was done for the step protocol
with modulation energy ε = 1.39 kBT and relaxation rate λ = 6 (time−1).

B. Step protocol with applied load

For the step protocol, we report the results obtained by
lengthy analytical calculations done in Mathematica [69].
To make such calculations feasible, the modulation en-
ergy ε of the step protocol and k = A e−B were fixed to
specific values (ε = log 4, k = 1), and we only kept track
of the analytical dependencies of the motor performance
on the period τ and the force f . In Fig. 5b, the current
Jcyc is plotted as a function of these two parameters,
with the yellow dotted line delimitating the area of pa-
rameters space in which Jcyc > 0, that is, where we can
produce output work. For any given τ , there is a value
of the force, called stopping force fstop, above which the
current becomes negative. We also see that, at fixed f ,
there is a finite range of intermediate periods in which
Jcyc > 0. The reason is that for small and large peri-
ods the forward current produced by the driving tends
to zero (see Fig. 4c), and thus the backward current gen-
erated by the opposite force dominates. In Fig. 5c, we

plotted Pout and the efficiency η as a function of both
τ and f . The plots show that there is good overlap of
the regions in which they are maximum, a feature that
can emerge only when systems are operated far from the
linear regime [70, 71]. Our analysis allows one to identify
regions of good tradeoff between power and efficiency for
the non-autonomously operated [3]-catenane motor.

C. Estimating the stopping force

As noticed above, for any period τ , a stopping force
fstop can be identified such that the motor is stalled (i.e.,
Jcyc = 0). Knowing the value of fstop can be useful, as it
sets an upper bound to the ability of the motor to per-
form work against a force under non-autonomous driving.
However, as we discussed, while the free dynamics of the
motor can be easily solved, the dynamics in the pres-
ence of a load has much greater analytical complications.
Therefore, the question we ask in this section is: can we
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estimate fstop from the free dynamics studied in Sec. III?
We start from the intuition that the greater the current
pumped by a certain driving in absence of any load, the
greater fstop will be for that driving protocol. We then
notice that the exact stopping force would be easily de-
ducible from the free dynamics if our molecular motor
were autonomously driven. In that case, the stopping
force would be the log-ratio of the product of forward
and backward autonomous rates. Based on these consid-
erations, we can proceed as follows: (i) starting from the
free dynamics of the non-autonomous [3]-catenane mo-
tor, we construct an ancillary autonomous dynamics [62]
that, at steady state, has the same probability distribu-
tion, current and traffic (tIJ = kIJpJ + kJIpI) as the
original one; (ii) we compute the driving affinity of the
ancillary dynamics and take it as an estimate (feff) for the
stopping force of the non-autonomous dynamics; finally,
(iii) we compare the estimated feff with the real stopping
force fstop in the regimes that we solved. The construc-
tion in point (i) can be easily carried out. Indeed, it is
enough to choose the rates for the autonomous ancillary
dynamics in the following way

kAut
IJ = 〈kIJpJ〉/〈pJ〉 , (47)

where, on the right-hand side, the brackets denote the
average over a period in the original non-autonomous dy-
namics. This choice ensures that the average probability
distribution, current and traffic of the non-autonomous
molecular motor are exactly reproduced by the ancillary
dynamics:

pAut
I = 〈pI〉 JAut

IJ = 〈JIJ〉 tAut
IJ = 〈tIJ〉 (48)

Intuitively, the ancillary autonomous dynamics repre-
sents a stroboscopic version of the non-autonomous one
where just the average motion over a period is observed.
Moving to point (ii), we estimate the stopping force as
the driving affinity of the ancillary dynamics:

feff = log

(∏
ρ k

Aut
+ρ∏

ρ k
Aut
−ρ

)
, (49)

where kAut
+ρ , k

Aut
−ρ represent the forward and backward

rates of the ρ transition, respectively. Finally, follow-
ing point (iii), in Fig. 5d we compare feff with the real
stopping force fstop as a function of the period τ of the
step protocol. We find that feff is a lower bound for fstop

that qualitatively reproduces its behavior. In the limit
τ → 0, the two curves converge. The reason is that in
this limit, the driving becomes so fast that the opposite
force effectively only perceives its average effect, which is
exactly reproduced by the ancillary dynamics.
We conclude this section with some remarks. The same
procedure that we applied to the step protocol can be fol-
lowed for any other driving. However, the fact that our
estimate lower bounds the exact stopping force has only
been tested for the step protocol and for a specific value
of the modulation energy (ε = 4), it is not obvious if it

holds in general. Moreover, there are other similar ways
of estimating the stopping force from the free dynamics,
the one adopted here ensures that, in the limit τ → 0,
the estimate becomes exact.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Artificial non-autonomous molecular motors are cur-
rently in the spotlight of the experimental community
working on molecular machines [25, 40, 50]. In this pa-
per, we applied the tools of stochastic thermodynam-
ics to build a comprehensive understanding of the dy-
namics and thermodynamics of a simple model epito-
mizing the functional elements of catenane-based non-
autonomous synthetic motors [25, 43, 47]. Our main re-
sults can be summarized as follows. First, we discussed
how the current generation in a [3]-catenane relates to
the no-pumping theorem [60] leveraging a mapping with
an equivalent [2]-catenane. Second, we corrected and fur-
ther elaborated on a previously derived formula for the
adiabatic limit’s geometric flux [34, 58]. Finally, we went
beyond the linear and adiabatic regime by studying a
step-wise driving protocol that resembles those used in
experiments. We did so by solving for the molecular
motor’s behavior both in the absence and presence of
a load. In the former case, we quantified its performance
by introducing an additional non-thermodynamic coeffi-
cient, which we denoted as COP. In the latter case, we
studied the transduction efficiency, the output power and
the stopping force. In both situations, we found optimal
protocols that maximize specific molecular motor perfor-
mance quantifiers. Our study will help the experimental
community develop a more in-depth intuition on opti-
mally designing and operating non-autonomous molecu-
lar motors.
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Appendix A: Coarse-graining

In Sec. II, we introduced a coarse-grained model of the
molecular motor in terms of discrete mesostates. Each of
these mesostates is a collection of all the different micro-
scopic configurations in which the rings occupy a given
pair of stations. In this appendix, we explain when such
an effective description works and define the free energies
of mesostates [6].

A reliable coarse-graining of a physical system is possi-
ble whenever different sets of microscopic configurations
(microstates) can be collected into mesostates such that
the equilibration at the level of the mesostates is much
slower than that of the microstates inside each mesostate.
Under this condition, the microscopic configurations col-
lected into a mesostate can be considered to always be
in thermodynamic equilibrium while focusing on the dy-
namics at the level of the mesostates. In our coarse-
grained treatment of the [3]-catenane motor, we therefore
assumed that jumps between stations occur on a much
slower time scale than the microscopic dynamics inside
the stations.
In this scenario, the occupation probability at equilib-
rium of a given mesostate I in terms of the microscopic
states is given by

peqi =
∑
ξ∈i

peqξ ∝
∑
ξ∈I

e−εξ/kBT = e−EI/kBT , (A1)

where the index ξ runs over all the microstates in the
mesostate I, εξ labels the energy of microstate ξ, and Ei
is precisely the free energy of the mesostate I defined as

Ei = −kBT log

∑
ξ∈i

e−εξ/kBT

 . (A2)

Appendix B: Geometric phase calculations

The substitution

eεa → x > 0
eεb → y > 0
eεc → z > 0

(B1)

leads to

peqA =
x

x+ y + z
, peqB =

y

x+ y + z
, (B2)

and

λ = k (x+ y + z) ,

kAB = k x , and kBA = k y ,
(B3)

where we set k = A e−B. By evaluating V BA and dpeq

in terms of the new variables x, y and z we get

Φcyc =

∮
A(r) · dr (B4)

with

A(r) =
(−y, x, 0)

(x+ y + z)2
(B5)

The calculation of ∇×A yields

∇×A =
2

(x+ y + z)3
~r (B6)

Appendix C: Step protocol

1. Calculation of the work

From symmetry arguments the work in eq. (32) is equal
to:

Wcyc = 3

∫ τ

0

pAĖAdt (C1)

during the step protocol, the energy of the state A is :

EA = εb + εc =

{
ε if 0 ≤ t < 2τ

3

0 if 2τ
3 ≤ t < τ

(C2)

therefore Wcyc = 3 ε (pA(τ) − pA(2τ/3)) and using
eq. (30) for pA(t) we get

Wcyc = 3 ε
1− e−ε

1 + 2e−ε
1− x2

1 + x+ x2
x = exp

(
−λ τ

3

)
(C3)

2. Calculation of the current

From eq. (35) the average current in a cycle is:

Jcyc = − 1
τ

∫ τ
0
kBA pA(t′)− kAB pB(t′) dt′

= −kτ
∫ τ

0
eεbpA(t′)− eεapB(t′) dt′

(C4)

keeping in mind that pB(t) = pA(t+τ/3) and the behav-
ior of εa and εb in the step protocol, we get:

Jcyc =
k

τ
(eε−1)

[∫ τ/3

0

pA(t) dt−
∫ 2τ/3

τ/3

pA(t) dt

]
(C5)

using eq. (30) for pA(t) we finally have:

Jcyc =
1

τ

(1− e−ε)2

(1 + 2 e−ε)2

(1− x)3

1− x3
x = exp

(
−λ τ

3

)
(C6)
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